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EDITORIAL

Sharpen
your pencils!

D

ear Fellow,
this second issue of Sustain Magazine
brings you some very interesting articles, a lot
of beautiful instruments, and the stories and
opinions of outstanding musical instrument
makers.
But it also presents you with a challenge:
sharpen your pencils, and enter our
2013 Electric Guitar Design Contest!
The winner will be chosen by a panel of judges formed by experts in the field, and will be
awarded a real version of his/her design. Plus,
all finalists (the best 10 submissions) will receive personalized, professional feedback, with
tips to improve that project and answers to any
questions they may have in regard to the design
phase.
So, enjoy the magazine, and take your time going through pages 55 to 57. There you will find
all you need to know to design the guitar of
your dreams.

Leo Lospennato is luthier, author
of books on lutherie and editor
of SUSTAIN Magazine. He lives in
Berlin, Germany.
Visit www.lospennato.com.

Sketches by Bertram Dhellemmes
- http://guitarren.blogspot.de/
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INTERVIEW

The “Holy
Trinity”
of Guitar
Making
Tone, playability, and
beauty — the three
main attributes of
a good guitar come
together in a workshop
in Switzerland, where
Pagelli guitars are born.
AN INTERVIEW WITH CLAUDIO PAGELLI
BY LEO LOSPENNATO

I

t all started at the age of 8, when Claudio received a little toy guitar as a gift. He
wanted to know how the thing worked, so
he promptly broke it to pieces. The toy was
later replaced by a real instrument, an old Eko jazz

guitar that probably could have used a thinner neck
and better sound, but definitely couldn’t have been
any cooler. At 13, after seeing his town’s guitar hero
scratch, paint, and saw up a guitar, the idea of building one started to grow in his mind. And when he got
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that guitar as a gift, there was no turning back. We
interviewed Claudio Pagelli, undubtedly one of the
most recognized guitar makers in Europe, to know
more about his life and his work.

Tell us about the path your life has taken, in terms
of lutherie.
CP: I was born in Wattwil, a small town in Switzerland with a population of 8.000. I had my mind set
on building guitars, but the question was where to
learn. There was no one around who could teach me,
except for a few classical luthiers, and that wasn’t

interesting in the age of rock’n’roll. There was also
no literature available except for Jahnel’s book (“Die
Gitarre und ihr Bau”), which was more a collection
of specific densities of wood species than a book
on lutherie. My parents wanted me to have some
formal training, so I spent 4 years learning how to
build and tune pianos. This wasn’t such a bad thing,
though, as I learned a lot. The music store in which
I did my apprenticeship in piano making also had
a guitar department, and there were always guitars
in need of repair. Of course, I volunteered for those
jobs. After I finished my apprenticeship, I started
working at the only guitar repair shop around, re-

The Masari, one of the last
models in Pagelli’s catalog.
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pairing and restoring instruments from zithers to
lutes, from harpsichords to contrabasses and electric guitars. In fact anything with strings. At some
point my boss sent me to the US to find old jazz guitars in order to bring them here, restore them and
resell them.
But what was supposed to be a an all expenses paid
trip left me alone and with no money in a foreign
country at the age of 19. This was not the first time
I had experienced disappointment working for that
shop. So the following year (1978) I set up my own
business.

eye. She is also in charge of the business
administration and public relations, and
she provides the love and charm around
here. I collaborate with the designs too,
of course, but you can say that I am the
guy in the sawdust, more than anything.
We have been together for the past 20
years. The high point of those years was
the time she got pregnant. We were up in
seventh heaven, only to learn two months
before my daughter was born that I had
stomach cancer. On the day of my discharge from hospital (still unable to walk
after the operation) our daughter Eliya
Maria was born.
That coincidence was almost as amazing as the
marriage proposal I made to Claudia in the hospital. At the time I was on morphine and had like 10
tubes stuck in me. The best part is I don’t remember
a single thing.
So, the team is completed by my daughter, who is in
charge of creating havoc and a loving atmosphere in
the business.

Where do you get your inspiration from?

We know that you are not the only
one responsible for those beautiful
instruments you build. How do you
and your wife divide the work between you?
She brought style and a whole new
dimension to my guitars. Claudia
is largely responsible for anything
that has to do with design, from the
guitars themselves to the website.
She has a great critical and aesthetic
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Another beautiful jazz guitar. Note
the recess in the lower horn, for
better access to the higher frets,
and the sound port.

Everything is potentially inspiring. Fabric patterns,
a cooking pot, paintings, photos, stones, the wood
itself, walking, music, flea markets, good wine and
conversation. Ideas come to us constantly and can
come anywhere, as a feeling that develops itself,
mainly as a visual thing. Inspiration is everywhere.
One has only to open one’s mind and step outside of
the well worn path.

What is your favorite design medium?
What software do you use, if any?
Claudia designs the instruments starting with
pencil and paper in order to have an organic feel.
When the concept is more or less complete, she then
switches over to the computer where the lines are
brought to the final shape using CorelDraw or Instyle, and finally we refine together the design.

Do your customers participate in the design process?

How long does it take you to deliver a finished instrument?

It depends on the customer. Some have their own
ideas for the instrument they want, their own concept that is of course respected. Some others prefer
to delegate the design phase to us. We always develop a set of a few different designs for the customer
to choose from. That way we explore what style and
details they prefer. Classical or edgy? Gold or silver
hardware? And it goes from there on.

Depending on the order situation at the time, between 6-18 months. Though to be fair I don’t remember when it was only 6 months!
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How do you price your products?
We are not in the art business, so the price is mostly defined by the materials used and the work in-
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volved. And the exclusivity of the instrument’s concept, sometimes.

new strings. If you want to survive in this business
you have to be very tolerant in this regard.

What warranty policy do you offer your customers?

In which ways are you connected with the community of luthiers?

We don’t have any warranty period. I repair everything when I see that it was my fault, even if 20 years
have passed since I sold the instrument. So I guess
it’s like a lifetime warranty. I had a bass in my shop
once, one that I had made many, many years before.
There was a problem with the truss rod. I fixed it of
course at no charge, removed the fingerboard, installed a new trussrod, put a new fingerboard, new

I have made a few friends from the business over
the years. The good ones stay, the not so good disappear. But if you are fair and honest you will make
good friends in the community, friends that share
their secrets with each other.

No Way

frets, plus I gave it a complete service, including

What do you think of music fairs? Do they help to
promote your business?
(Continues on page 11)

F

or long periods Claudio worked not only as luthie
r, but also as a professional guitar player and a recor
ding engineer for several studios. But however much
he liked all three jobs, that lifestyle couldn’t last
forever. The moment of decision came while he
was in the USA, where he got yet another job offer
in the
first studio he visited—Paramount. What did he
do? He bought the biggest (and cheapest) Cadillac
he could
find (a yellow 1970 DeVille) and drove down to Mexi
co to clear his head, do some thinking, and make
some
decisions. He decided to go back to building guita
rs full time, to produce unique instruments of the
highest
quality he was capable of. Since 1995 he has been
entirely devoted to guitar building.

Flickr.com/Emildom75 - Reproduced
under Creative Commons license.

A

nd although for a long time it was not clear how
he would survive the next month, things slowly
got
better.
But one always comes back to his first love. Now
Claudio plays guitar and composes and sings in his
band,
Gringobeat. Someone defined their music as a mixtu
re of Hendrix and Dr. John, but to know how it really
sounds you have to add a bit of Los Lobos, Eddie
Harris, The Beatles, and King Crimson. And then
you get
totally confused because their sound is both awes
ome and different to all that.
You can hear one of their songs (the extremely
cool “Not that kind of a man”) on the Fellowship
’s website. Simply visit the link outlined on the additional
resources section at the end of this inter view.
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What is
a ‘good’
guitar?
There are many theories regarding what a good guitar is. But Claudio will give it to you straight: “A
good guitar, like a very good red
wine, brings a smile to your face.
It gives you songs (not the other
way around) and you are happy
even after playing it for 20 years.”
Asked about how to prioritize
playability, tone, and beauty, he
answers: “A good guitar must
sound great and have the best
playability. It must be like a part
of your body. And it should always
be a guitar, not simply an object of
design. First comes the sound and
the playability. The appearance—
the looks—simply brings together
everything else in a way that is
attractive to the customer. Of
course we have instruments that
emerge from purely visual ideas.
But the looks must not prevail
over the instrument. We should
aim at building instruments that
are not cult or artistic objects. If
they end up being transformed
into that in time, it does not depend on the maker.”
il over the instrument. We should
aim at building instruments, not
‘cult’ or artistic objects. If they
end up being transformed into
that in time, it does not depend
on the maker.”
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Amazing colour and
wood figure in guitar.

Fairs are a good way to get publicity and get in
contact with potential customers, and also to
make contact with colleagues. But I am convinced that spontaneous word-of-mouth is a
much more important form of promotion.

Where do you have your workshop?
My studio is located 100 meters (300 ft.) from
my home. It is a former carpenter’s workshop.
It is 100 square meters (1.000 sq.ft.), and it
has lots of windows for natural light. After
several moves of home and studio, we’ve finally found the optimum place for ourselves in
Scharans (a town about 150km/90mi. southeast of Zurich) where we have mountains,
peace, silence, and inspiration. And we hope
that’s reflected in our instruments.

What makes your designs so unique?
We place a huge emphasis on innovation,
while keeping the instrument true to itself.
What most differentiates us is that we don’t
have just one design, or instrument type that
we are known for. Pagelli is known because we
build the whole spectrum from electric guitars
and basses to acoustic and jazz guitars. And
so far they are all unique pieces. We don’t use
serial numbers. We aim at delivering the finest, up to the last detail. Not only for the customer, but also because we want to improve
ourselves. And it has been like that for more
than 30 years now.

Additional resources:
Pagelli guitars website: www.pagelli.com
Hear a song by Gringobeat (“Not that kind of a man”)
on the Fellowship’s website: bit.ly/QsM2Fw
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ELECTRONICS

What
Are “Low
Impedance”
Pickups?

Fig. 1: Outsiders
among electric
guitars: Gibson Les
Paul Triumph Bass
and the Les Paul
Recording” , 1971.

A detailed look
into the secrets
of the Gibson
LP Recording,
the favorite
instrument of
Les Paul himself
BY HELMUTH LEMME

N
14

ormal magnetic guitar and bass pickups have DC (direct current) resistances of about 5 to 20 kOhms, which
can easily be measured with an ohm-

meter. But this reading does not say much about the
tonal properties of the pickup. The more meaningful magnitude is inductance, measured in Henries.
Most commercial pickups have inductances be-
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tween 2 and 10 Henries. A low figure means a piercing, twangy sound; a high figure a warm, fat sound.
An alternative to these were some pickups with extremely low DC resistance and inductance. What
were they good for? They were especially developed
for a series of guitars by Gibson in 1969, which were
meant purely for studio use. According to Les Paul’s
wishes, these guitars could not be used with normal guitar amps but were designed to plug directly
to standard mixer inputs which only had a low impedance input in those olden times as they were de-

tivate the treble and bass controls. The pots and the
DECADE switch are mounted from the rear side
into the body, the TONE and PHASE switched are
mounted on a small oval black plastic plate in the
top. The acoustic guitar had only one pickup.
Gibson also offered a special amplifier called ‘Les
Paul LP12’ with low and high impedance inputs.
In order to connect to normal amplifiers the guitars included a small transformer, built into the
cable. However, even with this the output voltage
was much smaller than with a normal humbuck-

signed for dynamic microphones with 200 Ohms.
Standard pickups were incompatible, as they didn’t
have the required inductance of only a few Millihenries (= 1/1000 Henry).
Around these pickups Les Paul developed some
completely new instruments with unconventional
controls. There were two guitars, the Les Paul Professional (with nickel plated hardware) and the Les
Paul Personal (with gold plated hardware and a microphone on a flexible swan neck with its own volume control). There was also a bass, the Les Paul
Professional with a short scale of 76 cm (30”). The
bodies consisted completely of mahogany without
maple tops, and the shape was similar to the wellknown Les Paul guitars but a little broader. Most examples were dark-brown. There was also an acoustic
flattop guitar with cutaway, called Les Paul Jumbo.
The new pickups had broad, oval plastic covers with
the Gibson logo on them. Inside they contained two
coils on top of each other and were wound in reverse,
so they probably were the first stacked humbuckers
commercially produced. despite the fact the original
idea for this was first discovered by Armand Knoblaugh in 1938. In the Gibson guitars they are mounted slanted, Fender style.
The controls are unconventional. There is a toggle
switch for pickup selection, one volume control, one
treble and one bass control, a ‘PHASE’ slide switch,
and an 11-position rotary switch called ‘DECADE’
(except in the bass). There is also another 3-position toggle switch called ‘TONE’, to activate/deac-

er. That was of course no concern for Les Paul, he
rarely played with overdrive, staying on the clean
side of sounds. None of these instruments enjoyed
any great success. According to Tom Wheeler’s book
American Guitars, Gibson built only 931 Professionals, 148 Personals, and 49 Jumbos.
In 1971 Gibson replaced them with new versions.
The ‘Les Paul Recording’ and the ‘Les Paul Triumph
Bass’ (fig. 1 on opposing page). Here the entire
electrical wiring is installed from the front side,
mounted on a large black plastic plate. The body
is nearly the same size as a normal Les Paul. This
instruments have a bevel on the back, for a more
comfortable playing position. Most examples have
a natural mahogany finish, with some others being
white, black and occasionally red. A transformer
to facilitate plugging into a normal guitar amps is
built-in and can be activated with a second slide
switch called ‘OUTPUT HI / LO’. Les Paul himself
played a lot of different units of these guitars, including special models with straight aligned pickups and a remote control for a tape recorder.
In 1973 two semi acoustic models followed: The ‘Les
Paul Signature’ guitar (fig. 2 - on next page) and a
fitting bass, now with long a neck, scale 86 cm (34
inch) They look as if an upper half of a ES335 and a
lower half of a Les Paul were combined. They have
two f-holes and a sustain block under the bridge but
not between the pickups. Most had a gold top while
some were sunburst. First they had the same oval
pickups, later rectangular ones, internally side-by-
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In 1977 some details were changed
on the Les Paul Recording. The four
pots moved up into a straight line
(fig. 3, opposing page), the PHASE
slide switch and the TONE toggle
switch moved downwards, and the
pickup selector switch was placed
opposite to the cutaway as with standard Les Paul guitars. The HI/LO
switch was omitted, replaced by two
output jacks. The front one is high
impedance (via the transformer), the
rear one is low impedance (directly).
The body got a maple top like a normal Les Paul. The bevel on the back
was (unfortunately!) discontinued.

Once my dream guitar

Fig. 2. Les Paul Signature, about 1975, semi-solid.

side humbuckers. The bass is still in production by
Epiphone in the Far East branded the ‘Jack Casady
Signature’.
Gibson used the oval low impedance pickups with
their gold tops and also on the first version of the
“L5S” form 1971 to 1973. The neck pickup is slanted,
while the bridge pickup is straight. The low signal
voltage is stepped up with a built-in transformer
between the pickup selector switch and the output
jack. As of 1973 the later more frequent version of
this guitar had normal high impedance humbuckers.
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For a long time I was curious about
these instruments. In a music shop
I got a brochure of the Les Paul Recording with a demo foil record of
Les Paul himself speaking and explaining all the functions. I was totally overwhelmed by these marvelous sounds and the great versatility.
I had never heard anything like this
before. I longed to own such a guitar, but as a poor student in the 70s
the price was absolutely beyond my
means. (Note of the editor: you can hear this recordings on the Fellowship’s website—see the additional resources section at the end of this article).
My dream guitar soon disappeared from the music shops and went into oblivion. According to Tom
Wheeler about 5300 units were built, very few compared to the normal Les Paul guitar output. They
did not become highly desired collector’s items.
Many years later when I had nearly forgotten they
ever existed, a Les Paul Recording came into my
workshop for repair. So I had the opportunity for
intense scrutiny. My first impression was that the

Photo: H. Lemme
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design was in principle a noble intent, but one cannot use it exactly the
same as a normal electric guitar. In
order to use these instruments effectively, you need some special knowhow.
First one must learn the correct handling of the controls and switches
(fig. 4, below). The most important
one is the OUTPUT HI / LO slide
switch. In the LO position the output
is low impedance as mentioned, designed for direct connection to a mixer or microphone amp. If you connect it to your usual guitar amp, the
output volume will be extremely low.
But if you select the HI position, the
built-in transformer is activated and
the output will be remarkably louder,
suited for standard amps. This position, however, is unsuitable for mixer
inputs. With the 1977 version one has
to use the suitable output jack.

A great variety of sounds

Fig. 3. Les Paul Recording, version of 1977.

are so many unlike any other guitar.
However, in order to use them all, one
must complement this guitar with the
right equipment. In other words, instead of using a normal guitar amplifier,
you need to use a high-quality microphone amp or PA. The main difference
to normal guitars is that it can produce
a very fine, glassy treble, usually only
obtained from acoustic guitars with
piezo pickups. In order to hear the full
dynamic range a speaker and tweeter
with crossover is essential.

Now a word on the sound, or more
accurately, the sounds, because these

Fig. 4. Detaiil of the control panel.
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Fig. 5. Confusing wiring—the
inside of Granma’s old radio
looked just like this!

The element which is responsible for the basic character of the instrument is the ‘Decade’ rotary switch
(the one with eleven positions). It connects different
capacitors in parallel to the pickups, changing their
resonant frequency. This has a crucial influence on
the sound. In position ‘0’, at the counter-clockwise
end, the resonance frequency is above the audible
range. The transmission characteristic is practically linear, so this is a real HiFi sound. It is also
somewhat expressionless. In position ‘1’ it becomes
more characteristic, here the resonance is approximately 8000 Hz, a thin, glassy tone, as known e. g.
from The Spotnicks, many years ago. In position ‘2’
it comes down to 5600 Hz, still very piercing, very
different to what one is used to from other guitars.
From ‘3’ on the tones become more familiar, twangy
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like Fender. The more the Decade switch is turned to
the right, the deeper the resonant frequency will become, and the warmer the tone. But the alterations
of the sound from position to position get smaller
and smaller. Between ‘6’ and ‘10’ no more large differences can be heard. The sounds remain relatively
hard and have more similarity with Fender guitars
than with Gibsons. The fat, warm tones known from
a normal Les Paul cannot be produced in any of the
many switching positions. If the treble control is
turned down the tone becomes only muffled. With
the bass control the deep tones can be attenuated a
bit.
The pickup selection switch works as usual: upwards (F) the neck pickup, downwards (R) the
bridge pickup, in the middle both. In this position
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one can activate one pickup with the PHASE slide
switch. In position IN it sounds normal, in position OUT there is an ‘out of phase’ sound—a very
unusual, strangely hollow sound which is a matter
of taste. Finally, the TONE toggle switch set in position ‘1’ connects both pickups which are always on,
independent of the pickup selector switch. In the
position ‘2’ the treble and bass controls work, and in
‘3’ they are deactivated. The Decade and the phase
reversal switch always work.
For electronics experts: The pickups have a DC resistance of only 10.8 ohms - about a thousandth of
normal high impedance pickups. The inductance—
the really crucial element—is 8 mH. The frequency
response without an external load is totally linear
and reaches up well over 200 kHz. The pickups are
embedded in epoxy resin. They are mounted with
three screws and do not rattle like some others.
In the HI position of the output switch and connected to a normal guitar amplifier the tonal possibilities are far more limited. The fine glassy treble
frequencies will not appear and an additionally connected treble tweeter will not help much. The De-

cade switch shows only little effect. The number of
remaining sounds is much less than in the LO position. As I found out, this is due to the transformer
which is of inferior quality and kills the treble. So
my initial enthusiasm was dampened somewhat after all.
A view under the pickguard reveals a tangle of wires
like in grandmother’s radio (fig. 5, on previous
page). In such an expensive guitar I had expected
something more professional. The schematic is
shown in fig. 6, below. The Decade switch is connected to four capacitors, it is not a standard type
but a special design which also permits a parallel
connection of two or more capacitors in some positions. Some of them are tantalum electrolyte types,
which often have wide variations.
The overall capacity rises linearly from one position
to the next, according to the principle “10, 20, 30,
40,…”, so the marginal effect in sound decreases on
each step of the witch. That is the reason why between the positions of 6 and 10 there is so little difference in sound.

Fig. 6. The original circuit of the Les Paul Recording—susceptible of improvement.
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After modification: considerably better
All in all, despite of the numerous sound possibilities, I was not really content. So I decided to do
some modifications. The first thing I exchanged was
the Decade switch. The new one has exponentially
graded capacitors, according to the principle “10, 15,
22, 33, 47…” (fig. 7 right, below). Now the relative
distances of the resonant frequencies remain the
same. With these the guitar can also produce some
wonderful warm, soft sounds, which its inventor
most probably never heard.
The next step was to replace the treble-killing transformer. Instead of a high-quality type I decided to
install an active low-noise preamp which proved superior, allowing a full treble even in the HI position.
It needs little current and there is enough space for it
in the cavity including the 9 Volt battery (fig. 7 left).
The passive treble and bass controls were replaced
by active ones, which have much more effect. The
TONE toggle switch I used for a passive midrange
attenuator. The OUTPUT HI / LO switch works as a
voltage divider at the output now, so that a connection to a low impedance input is still possible.
After all these modifications the Les Paul Record-

ing is now really an absolute top class instrument. It
is fascinating to be able to switch between so many
different tones without having to change the guitar.
There is only one small note of bitterness, It weighs
5 kg (11 pounds). When I play it for an hour, my
shoulder aches.
I had the chance to modify several guitars in this
way. Their owners were all enthusiastic. Some others ordered the parts and installed them themselves.
Also a “Les Paul Signature” found its way into my
workshop. The controls are much simpler. The
transformer is of considerably better quality here. It
has three taps on the primary side to which the pickups can be connected to produce different sounds.
This works much better than the original Decade
switch. Here I did not modify the wiring. There was
only a loose contact to be repaired. After that it was
very difficult to install the wiring back into the body
again. I do not understand why this guitar was not
successful. It sounds fantastic.
I got an Epiphone Jack Casady Signature bass once
with a defective volume control. It is a 2.5 kOhm
type, placed between the pickup and the primary
side of the transformer. The owner had replaced it
with a 500 kOhm type, and that absolutely did not

Fig. 7: An extremely low noise
preamplifier (with active treble and
bass control and passive components for
midrange control- left) and the improved
‘Decade’ switch—exponentially graded,
embedded in epoxy resin, and easily
exchangeable (right).
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work. But a 2.5 kOhm pot with knurled shaft is difficult to get. So I altered the wiring. I placed the 500
kOhm pot on the secondary side of the transformer,
where it works perfectly.

Ibanez tried to copy
In the 70s the Japanese started to imitate nearly
all successful American guitars. The Ibanez 2372
model is a copy of the Les Paul Professional, the
2380 a copy of the Les Paul Recording (see a picture

from the original Ibanez catalog on Fig. 8, above).
At first sight they look nearly like the originals, but
there are some small differences, for example the
pickups are less slanted, and the neck is bolted on.
The controls look exactly the same. The Decade
switch, however, has only three positions. The treble control has nearly no effect on 98% of its angle
of rotation, on the last 2% the tone becomes totally
muffled.
Still more disturbing is the fact that the pickups
look exactly like the originals (only without a man-
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ufacturer’s logo), but they are extremely sensitive
to hum interference. Only in the out-of-phase position are they quiet, but this is not to everybody’s
taste. Obviously they are no stacked humbuckers
but single coils. However, they can be opened easily.
In contrast to Gibson they are only filled with wax
which can be melted and poured out. Then the secret
is out. There are two coils inside, stacked on each
other, but connected in a wrong way so that the hum
is not compensated. It was a simple job to exchange
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Fig. 9. - Ibanez 2372, a guitar that
looks like the Les Paul Recording, but
has conventional, high impedance
pickups.

the wires of one coil, after which they were free of
hum. The Ibanez 2380 type has practically the same
electrical properties as the Gibson Les Paul Recording type. For better protection I embedded the pickups in epoxy resin. The other modifications were the
same as with the Gibson. The transformer is of the
same inferior quality. Likewise, the Ibanez 2380 became a great guitar this way: the sounds are similar,
maybe not completely as brilliant as the Gibson, but
fine nevertheless. The pickups of the Ibanez 2372
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(fig. 9, on previous page) are not low impedance but
normal high impedance. The problem with the coil
connection is the same and can be corrected easily. Even today I keep receiving many of these guitars for repair. They get a new Decade switch, active
treble and bass controls and a preamp as the output
voltage of the pickups is still rather low. As opposed
to their original state they are now fine guitars, well
suited for stage and studio use.

Additional resources:
• Information about low-impedance pickups:
www.gitarrenelektronik.de/niederohmige-pickups
No German? No problem. Write an e-mail in English to:
info@gitarrenelektronik.de
Likewise, if you happen to have a guitar of this kind and are
not content with it please contact the author.
• General info about pickups:
www.buildyourguitar.com/resources/lemme/index.htm
• Les Paul recordings with the low impedance guitar on the
website of the Fellowship: bit.ly/T6JusN
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GUITAR MAKING

Building
the “Nouveau”
classical guitar
Tradition and innovation come together in
this beautiful, classical guitar with a modern
flavour and the advantages of new techniques
AN INTERVIEW WITH MURRAY KUUN

T

he so called ‘traditional’ methods have
reached such venerable status precisely because back in their time they
introduced paradigm-setting innovations. The words ‘traditional’ and ‘experimental’ do
not necessarily reflect opposing or conflicting approaches, though. In fact, tradition is the result of a
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successful experimental search. Such harmony between the classic and the innovative is found in this
beautiful guitar, the “Kuun Nouveau”. It combines
the traditional geometry of classical guitars with
modern aesthetic and functional approaches, represented by a rosette with art-nouveau flair, a lattice
bracing, and a sound port.
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His maker, South African luthier Murray Kuun
tells us about the creative and constructive process.

What inspired you to build this guitar?
MK: The “Nouveau” classical guitar is a commission for a client who liked the style and sound of
my “Moon and Stars” classical, but wanted something closer to a standard classical guitar—without
it being a typical classical guitar. I suggested an
art-nouveau theme for the rosette and after some
design proposals; the client accepted this particular
design.
board is Sitka Spruce (a first for me). The particular
Which species of wood did you choose for this insound the client wanted is the result of some unusustrument?
al bracing, a light-weight fanned lattice which allows a very thin soundboard. Typically this will give
The body is Indian rosewood with violin purfling
a sophisticated, clear sounding and very responsive
and cherry bindings. The neck is Honduras cedar
guitar, probably a bit louder than a guitar with
and the fret board is Indian rosewood. The sounda standard bracing. The bass is a bit deeper than
average and the trebles are crystal clear,
warmer rather than strident, though. This
Fig. 1: A detail of the lattice
type of soundboard bracing was probably
bracing.
originally developed by Thomas Humphries
and more recently adapted by Greg Byers
and Mick Lazar, both of whom kindly gave
me all the info I needed to start building
them myself.
It should be mentioned that the guitar body
needs a bit of extra rim strengthening in
this type of construction with a thinnerthan-usual soundboard. There is a photo
that shows the extra heavy lining between
the soundboard and the sides (Fig. 2, next
page).

Where do you get your wood? Locally, or
from overseas suppliers?
I have suppliers both here in South Africa
and overseas (USA, Spain, etc.) For my “big
5” I used mainly African timbers which I
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Fig. 2: A view inside. Note the stronger-than-usual lining
between the sides and the top and the bracing pattern.

Fig. 3: Shaping the Honduras Cedar neck.

obtained locally. The woods on this guitar mostly
came from the USA.
I have a rather conservative approach regarding the
wood for the soundboards, but I do like to experiment with back/sides/neck woods. I try to use indigenous African woods for the trimmings. Wild olive
is a particular favorite.

The bridge too has a distinctive shape.

What about the sound port on the upper side of
the guitar?
The addition of a sound port near the neck is a
very important characteristic of this instrument. It
makes a huge difference to the player and a small
difference to the listener (see figs. 4 and 5, above).
In both cases the difference is a positive one, of
course. The overtones are more easily perceived. It
was my suggestion to the client to include it. I am
convinced that it is the best thing since sliced bread.
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Yes, it is a take on my Le Petite guitar which in turn
is a take on 19th century parlor guitars (see Fig. 7
on page 26).

The rosette is probably the element with the most
influence in this guitar’s visual identity. Tell us
about it.
It was designed for the clients taste. It is laser carved
and then filled with colored epoxy (not my preferred
inlay method, though).
I normally do wooden inlays but in principle I prefer
the overall design of the guitar to do the talking, not
the ornamentation.

What kind of truss rod have you installed in this
instrument?
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Fig. 4: Shaping the heel.

Fig.5: a mortise-and-tenon joint. Note the lateral sound port,
close to the joint.

I don’t install truss rods on my classicals. On my
steel strings and electrics I use the two-way adjustable truss rod from Stewart-McDonalds.

Tell us about the neck joint.

Won’t the absence of a truss rod create neck stability issues?
Most classicals don’t have a truss rod. Nylon string
tension is less than half of that of steel strings, so it
is never going to be a problem unless the neck wood
is defective or low quality. In a classical, you want
the neck to be as light as possible. Plus, I believe
that a truss rod would probably just deteriorate the
sound.

I use a simple “fillet” on all my guitars - it works
very well and has no drawbacks (fig. 5).

Where is your workshop located? What kind of
equipment do you have in there?
I own a furniture factory (www.designsunlimited.
co.za) where I only concentrate on the design part of
the business. The guitars are 100% handmade at my
small workshop at home where I have pretty simple
equipment.

What scale length does the Nouveau have?

Now onto some personal things. How did you start
making musical instruments?

650mm, as are all my classical nylon strings. This is
another aspect in which I stick to tradition.

I designed my first “piece”, a wooden lamp, at age
6. Since then I’ve always had some sort of wood-
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Fig. 6: a jazz guitar with the
Norma Jean shape.

work project going. I started the furniture factory in
1982. I have a small staff that makes the furniture
and I spend most of my daylight hours designing
furniture. My nights and weekends are spent in my
home workshop where I make musical instruments.
Other than my immediate family, my great love is
music. I had been thinking about making a violin
(my favorite instrument) for many years but I decided early on that would be “impossible”. That is, until
a visit to see Michelangelo’s David in Florence about
10 years ago. After a few hours with David, walking near the museum, I came across a small violin
maker’s shop where I spent an hour or two chatting

with the luthier/owner.
Then and there I decided that I could probably make
a violin.
My first violin came up quite nicely, so I made another, and another, and another..... Since then I have
made 19 violins, mostly acoustic but also a few modernistic, skeletal electric versions.

Tell us about your first guitar.
I had considered making a guitar or two some years
back and bought the necessary wood, but I could
never motivate myself to get started. Then I had the

Fig. 7: “Le Petit”, a 18-fret, modern interpretation of a small bodied 19th century french style, nylon string guitar.
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Fig. 8: The Norma-Jean, this
time in a nylon string version.

idea of making a Norma Jean classical guitar (Fig.
8, above) and that was all the motivation I needed.
Six months later I had completed the design work
and another six months later I had completed the
first one, with the help of two books, and Internet
forums. I got some valuable advice from guitar
makers around the world (thanks to e-mail) and
some members of the Guitar Makers Guild of South
Africa.
Because of the unusual NJ shape, the instrument is
made with four violin-type corner blocks. Indeed
I built the guitar body much as I would do a violin, including using an inside mold. Other than the
unique shape and corners, I used a conventional
Hauser style bracing. The rest of the guitar assembly is pretty much traditional.
At the time I could only speculate on the effect that
this construction has on the sonic character of the
guitar. The resulting overall sound is similar to other good classical guitars but the NJ guitar does have
a sound of its own. As with all handmade instruments, the first two guitars sound different from
each other, but one does detect the “family resemblance” (figs. 6 and 8)
The inspiration for the NJ shape is obviously the female form, but the concept is also art-deco, more or
less from the time when the said lady (Marilyn Mon-

roe, whose real name was Norma Jean Mortenson)
was around. The sound hole and rosette have been
designed to complement the shape and are meant to
be art-deco inspired. By coincidence, the guitar also
has an African feel to the aesthetic, introducing an
eclectic flavor.

Such is the spirit that inspired Murray to build his
instruments: his feet on the solid ground of proven
methods, and his sight on the horizon, looking for
the constant improvement that new lutherie techniques offer. Tradition and innovation are thought
of as being at the opposite poles of evolution. Respecting both ideals seems to be an approach that
is working just fine.

Additional information:
Murray Kuun’s website: www.murraykuun.com
Murray Kuun’s furniture design: www.designsunlimited.co.za
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TECHNIQUES

A Neck
adjusting
jig

A practical method for
adjusting the truss rods
strongly bowed necks or
necks of vintage intruments

BY PETER WESTERBERG

T

ightening a truss rod can seem like a
straightforward task, but sometimes
it can require considerable force. Even
then, you might not be able to adjust the
neck satisfactorily. If the neck is bent too far, adjusting the truss rod may not be sufficient to coun-
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terbalance the upward curvature . At the same time
you need to be aware that too much force can damage the truss rod or the nut. And replacing a damaged truss rod may require “major surgery” on a guitar’s neck. A safer way o adjust the truss rod without
risk of damaging it (or the neck) is to bend the neck
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backwards until it becomes straight or even slightly
convex. Then you can safely adjust the truss rod to
bring the neck to a proper relief.
One method is to clamp the body of the guitar to
the workbench, press the head downwards and adjust the truss rod nut. This is somewhat risky however. It should only be done on rigid guitar models,
like Fenders. A guitar with a delicate set neck or an
angled head made of mahogany could easily crack
or break.
Another method is to place a long hardwood block
above the neck with wooden blocks at the ends,
tighten a clamp in the middle and press the neck
backwards. I have encountered two problems with
this method: 1) you have to deal with three parts
which you have to place in the correct position
while you mount the clamp; 2) you have to remove
the strings.
Building a dedicated neck bending jig like the one
outlined in this article will make things easier and
save you time. (Note that word “nut” refers to the
truss rod nut—the “female” screw, not the guitar’s
nut).

Construction

Fig. 1: The parts needed for building the neck

Drill a hole in one of the ends where one of the
pressure pads will be mounted. Then drill holes
at distances appropriate for different scale lengths
(don’t forget the basses - they come in several scale
lengths). There are really no specific points where
you need to drill the holes, since a few centimeters
in either direction doesn’t make much difference
when using the jig. It would be possible to route a
long slot (or one for guitar and another for basses)
so the support can slide in it making it faster to ad-

The construction is basically a rectangular steel
tube with two pressure pads at each end. One of
them could be moved to fit different lengths of the
neck. I decided to use a steel tube but it could also be
made of hardwood, such as maple. Choose a length
that will allow you to work on basses too. I went to
a local metal shop and asked them to cut a piece of
20 x 40 mm steel tube to a length of 620 mm. This
should be really cheap—I got mine for free but they
suggested a small donation to a fund raising for hospitalized children.
Fig. 2: Drilling the holes. Working
with steel demands a little more
precautions than working with wood.
Clamp the piece firmly before drilling
and wear safety glasses.
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Fig. 3: The jig completed. I also found plastic end
pieces I attached. Absolutely not necessary but besides
making it look classier it might spare you from making
a ding on a nice top.

just. I had no possibility of doing this myself and
the work shop wanted too much money to do it, so I
simply drilled ten holes, 30 mm apart.
I went to a rubber supply store where I found some
rubber pads with a threaded pin. If you can’t find
anything similar to this you will have to improvise; for example, you can make them from wood
blocks with felt or rubber padding on one side and a
threaded pin on the other. One of them will be permanently fixed in the first hole we drilled, the other
is designed to be moved between the holes, fastened
with a wingnut.

Using the jig
First of all: remove the trussrod nut, clean away any
dust or dirt, and lubricate the thread and the bottom of the nut with paraffin or guitar lubricant. If
the nut is damaged in any way, replace it.
Sometimes the nut has dug into the wood; this is
common in older Fender basses since the nut and
trussrod have the same size as on the guitars, which
means they are too weak. If the nut has dug in more
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than 2-3 mm it is a good idea to compensate with
some washers or a shim made from a steel tube cut
to appropriate length.
Screw the nut back—you can probably feel it will
now be easier to tighten the trussrod. However, unscrew it a few more turns since there must be a little
margin for the rod to move when the neck is bent
backwards.
Remove the strings. Place the jig over the fretboard
and choose an appropriate hole for the moveable
pad. Place the clamp in the middle and tighten it so
the neck flexes backwards a bit. Obviously, be careful, overbending the neck can crack it . Now tighten
the trussrod nut. Untighten the clamp and check if
the neck warps back or remains in the back bent
position. Our obvious instinct would be to adjust it
perfectly straight, but we don’t know what will happen when the jig is removed and the neck is back
under the strings’ tension again. If it doesn’t require
too much force, I suggest you tighten the nut so the
fretboard will have a little back bow when the jig is
removed. This is because adjusting the neck’s relief
by releasing the nut is easier than by tightening it.
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Fig. 4: The jig in use. The
guitar is a Kay Truetone
with a truss rod that
responded bad, so the jig
provided a solution other
than replacing the truss rod.

Remove the jig, put back the strings and tune your
guitar. If you have a backbend just release the nut
until the right relief is achieved. If you still have too
much relief - do the procedure once again. But be
cautious! When this is done with the guitar tuned to
pitch, let it rest for a day or two and check the relief
again.
You should be very cautious when dealing with troublesome truss rods as there is a risk of damaging it.
If the nut is hard to turn or if the relief isn’t affected
when you adjust the nut, most likely there is something else that’s wrong. If a nut has dug too deep
into the wood there is a possibility it has come down
to the end of the thread on the rod. Sometimes the
trussrod can be incorrectly constructed; the curvature might be too shallow or the neck too rigid.
If you are unable to adjust to a proper relief you
should consider other solutions:
1) You can use a neck heating iron. Also called a
“neck straightener”, this a device used to heat up a
neck with too much relief or backbend in order to
straighten it. The general idea is to dissolve the glue
between the neck and fretboard. When the neck has

cooled down it will be set in a straighter position.
It also works on all-maple necks; in this case the
wood fibers are affected by the heat. Many a music store has one of these since it is a quick fix for
bent or warped necks. I rarely use this since it’s not
a permanent solution. The neck tends to stray back
and you end up having to do the procedure several
times. Besides, you often have to do a fret dressing
afterwards in order to have the frets level.
2) If there isn’t too much relief you can remove the
frets and sand the fretboard. Sanding the fretboard
straight is a common procedure to take away unevenness. Older guitars tend to get a hump on the
section over the body joint but this method is also
used when there is too much curvature either way.
Lots of repairmen sand the fretboard on regular
basis before installing new frets. I think it’s a real
mischief to sand since you remove valuable wood
which can affect tone and feel of the instrument. I
have seen many fine guitars destroyed this way and
I do this only on cheap guitars, or if the fretboard
is defective from the factory. I do it only if there is
enough material to eliminate the curvature. If this
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is not the case, the fretboard can become too thin—I
have seen several examples where the fret slots have
been cut into the maple.
3) Finally there is the alternative option of removing the fretboard and installing a new truss rod.
This can require re-routing the truss rod channel
in order to correct (or eliminate) its curvature. Of
course it is a bothersome procedure, but it might be
the only option, especially if the truss rod is broken.
Bending without removing the strings
Sometimes a customer drops in with an instrument
that needs to be adjusted on the fly and you might
not have time to remove the strings. The solution is
to make cushions to place between the rubber pads
and the fretboard. These will have slots to accommodate the strings and the frets. The underside has
to be curved to correspond the fretboard radius. I
have made two different types of cushions—one for
guitars and one for basses. It would be possible to
make the slots and curvature on the pressure pads
but then you have to decide if it will be for guitar or
bass.
Fig. 5: The rubber paddings used when
bending the neck with strings on.

Almost all screw threads nowadays
are right-handed. A few exceptions
exist—like old propane cylinders
and some pipe fittings. But almost
all trussrods have a “right-hand”
thread. Turn the truss rod nut
clockwise to tighten it (reducing the
neck’s relief), and counterclockwise
to loosen it (increasing relief).

Adjusting is the same as described above. Again, remember to loosen the truss rod nut before applying
pressure with the jig. It might also be a good idea to
tune down the strings.

Fig. 6: The rubber padding at the saddle end of the neck.
The slots must of course have a different spacing than
the one on the saddle end, beacause of the different

Conclusion
The neck pressure jig is a very handy tool and isn’t
too complicated to make. In the past I would just go
ahead and adjust the truss rod if the nut was stubborn—simply because I thought I didn’t have time
to fumble around with beams and woodblocks. But
now I put my neck bending jig to work regularly.

Additional resources:
Author’s website: www.peterwesterberg.se
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GUITARBUILDING
BOOKS AND RESOURCES

BuildYourGuitar.com

In Europe: visit www.lospennato.com | email: info@lospennato.com
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Who said that good luthiers
are all men and old? Meet
Lena Sajaloli, luthière at 22.

Not an onlyfor-men
business
anymore

T
36

raditionally, lutherie has been a field
dominated by experienced men. But
the promise of quality can be found
also in a new generation of young,

female violin makers. Lena Sajaloli is a young luthiére born in Paris. Being just 22 years old, building bow instruments complements a number of other passions remarkable in one so young.
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FELLOWS

She studied Economics, History and Mathematics, took part in competitive gymnastics for over 10
years, and played guitar in a band. After taking her
first steps under the influence of French violin makers, she moved to Germany where she pursued formal training in bow instrument construction. Lena
represents a new generation of makers that produce
high quality instruments whereas historically being young and female were not always conducive
attributes for success. Be that as it may, she graduated with distinction for the best built instrument
of 2012.

When did you first become involved in lutherie
and what inspired you to do so?
LS: I was always interested in handcrafted things.
When I was 15, I began training with a friend of
mine, the guitar maker François Vendramini. That
experience reinforced my desire to continue my
education as an instrument maker. I became curi-

ous about other instruments, so I started to play the
cello at 16, and fell in love with this instrument. I
then decided to try to become a violin maker.

Where did you do your training as a luthier?
After three separate apprenticeship periods with
violin makers in my native country, I was able to apply to the violin making school in Mittenwald (Bayern). There I learned the practical skills of how to
build, varnish and restore bowed instruments, as
well as the theoretical fundamentals of mathematics, acoustics, technical drawing and history of violin making, social studies, art, music practice and
theory and even book-keeping.

Violin making is a very conservative branch of lutherie. Why do you think this is so?
The tradition of violin making is over 500 years old.
During that time, violin makers have experimented

The headstock of one of Lena’s cellos, built after Antonio Stradivari’s “Gore Booth” (1710).
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On this page and the next ones, pictures of a violin
still “in the white” built by Lena after a Guarneri
del Gesù instrument, the Joachim (1737).

with different kinds of wood, materials, forms and
proportions.
But, in the end, the traditional building methods
have proven to be the ones that best suit the expectations of musicians and their music.
Occasionally, some ideas come up, which open new
perspectives. I wish they would find more acceptance both among luthiers and musicians, allowing
for more freedom in this art.
I believe it is possible to do this without ignoring
tradition, but building up from the solid base it offers.

Where do you obtain inspiration for your work?
I find my inspiration in books, in museums and in
the exchange of ideas with other luthiers. But since
I am still at the beginning of my professional career,
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I do not impulsively act on that inspiration—I prefer to keep an open mind until I have had a chance
to assimilate all of these ideas and implement them
into reality.

Is it there any space to be creative or innovative
when making bowed instruments with a commercial scope?
There is indeed room for creativity when making
bowed instruments. But it dwells in the detail, the
little things that do not immediately meet the eye.
For example, in the whole set up process (the working on the bridge). But perhaps the biggest area of
experimentation in bowed instruments is the art of
varnishing, its color, technique, and ingredients.

How long does it take you to deliver a finished instrument?
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To build an unvarnished violin (an instrument “in
the white”), it takes between 100 and 150 hours of
work. The time needed for the varnishing varies a
lot depending on the method used, and according to
the curing time of the particular components.

ties, such as design, color, and varnish, it can be
very subjective. I believe that a good violin is the one
that leaves both the maker and the musician satisfied with it.

Which projects are you working on right now?

Where do you have your workshop?
My workshop is in my home, allowing me to work as
much as possible.

Define what a good violin is.
There are many criteria that are clearly important
for a good violin, mainly of an acoustic nature. For
example how well they speak, their volume, tonal
balance, and so on. Regarding the aesthetic quali-
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What are the next steps you want to take in you
career?
I am presently building a violin after a Guarneri
del Gesù model. Regarding the next stage of my
career, I hope to be able to find a position in an
established workshop in order to continue my education and development.

What do you like to do when you are not building
violins/other instruments?
In my free time there is so much to do, especially in
Berlin. I like to play cello and guitar, and I try to go
to concerts as often as possible. On the weekends,
I often go to the cinema or to museums. Sport has
always been important to me and is a great way to
catch my breath, both physically and mentally.
When time permits, I visit my family in France or
travel abroad. I am just back from Burkina Faso.
I got a beautiful Kora [an African traditional
stringed instrument] as a gift. I have been practicing it every day!
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PHOTOGRAPHY

How to Photograph Guitars
(For Non-Photographers)
Part I:
Camera settings
Part II
udio
Setting up a home st
Part III
Lighting

Part IV
Retouching

I
42

n part one of this series (Sustain #1 - page
60) we learned how to deal with camera
settings. This article is about how to set up
a home studio. Remember, I am not a pro-

A practical approach
for luthiers who want
to produce pictures of
professional quality
BY LEO LOSPENNATO

fessional photographer, just a luthier who wants to
take good pictures of his instruments. So I am just
sharing my experience—in this case, one that took
place in my living room.
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Photography is becoming an ever increasingly popular pastime. According to some sources (http://bit.
ly/HhfAza) ten percent of all photographs ever have
been taken during the last year alone. The Internet,
cell phones with cameras, social networks all have
made it easier to stay in touch. but harder to stand
out.
The world has indeed become a smaller, more
crowded place. So, if we want to the pictures of our
products to stand out and have an impact we need
to make damn sure they are good. If we want to
stand apart from our competition we better make
sure they are as good, as cost effective and as professional as the can possibly be.
Speaking of my living room, this is how it looked before I started transforming it into a home studio—
I took a table from my workshop and placed on its
side:

Background

I could have used the table to place the instruments on, but I decided to go for the floor so I could
use the table’s legs as a supporting structure for the
background and the lighting, as shown in the next
pages.

one of those IKEA rolling blinds (the model “Isdans”
or similar): no wrinkles, almost no texture, easy to
store. You can also use white paper, but I found it
difficult to find a sheet of paper big enough to serve
as a background for a 120cm (4ft.) long bass.

The first indication of an amateur product picture
is the choice of background. The Internet is full of
pictures of guitars just lying on a kitchen floor or on
a sofa. A professional picture would surely be taken
with a backdrop background. I think the best backdrops are the paper rolls like you find in all professional photo studios. But this is not the cheapest option. One alternative (which is the one I have used)
is a cloth backdrop. However, the texture of the
textile, the wrinkles, and its less-than-perfect white
color means it needs to be edited using retouching
software (to be discussed in article 4 of this series).
However, even if the white cloth got photoshopped
out in the end, it provided a good contrast to my
guitars in order to work more accurately on the retouching later on.
So, I bought a piece of white fabric on eBay, advertised as “photographic background”. It is a cotton
cloth (in my case, 160cm x 250cm – about 5 x 8 feet),
with “a texture that helps diffuminate shadows” according to the description. Any clean white sheet
would have sufficed, though. To hold it in place, I
took advantage of my furniture and some clamps.
A really practical solution would have been using
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The benchmark: this professional picture of one of my
instruments has the precise style I wanted to emulate
(photo: Dieter Stork).

Also, paper tears easily. Another thing you could
use as a background is a transparent sheet (made
of plexiglas, or acrylic) resting on the cloth. That
would eliminate shadows and will create a reflection instead, as if the instrument was leaning on a
shiny surface (which it was: a big piece of 2mm thick
acrylic sheet. It set me back 50 eur, though). That is
what I tried to achieve in the picture above (which
has of course been retouched—this also serves as a
preview of the kind of result we are aiming at).
As explained in article 1 of this series, the intention
was to reproduce the style and quality of a picture
taken by a real professional. In particular, I used
a professional photograph of one of my basses as a
benchmark (see picture of the black bass, on next
page). That photo was taken by Dieter Stork, a recognized German photographer specialized in musical instruments (the picture is used in this article by
his courtesy). The quality of the picture I took is not
quite as high as the professional one, but it is not a
bad try for a newbie.
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Lighting
Here we look at the most important part of the
whole process. Despite my fundamental ignorance
on the subject, I have come to understand that good
photography is more about good lighting than about
expensive equipment.
You have basically three options regarding lighting:
1) Natural light—which is not much use in product
photography, such as in our case.
2) Off-camera flashes. This is a complicated technique. Firstly you need to synchronize the flashes
via the use of remote controlled signals. You also
need special settings on the camera and supports
for the flashes. If you have them and know how to
use them, go ahead, by all means. Certainly not my
field of expertise.
3) Continuous lighting (lamps). This is the way I
went. As the lights are continuously on, you can see
a preview of the result on your camera’s screen and
make adjustments before shooting.
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The result: eventually I obtained a picture like this one,
which is maybe not as good as the professional one,
but it is an acceptable first try. Note the deliberate
refletions in the instrument face, obtained with a
diffusor and a black piece of cloth (more in the next
issue).

I used two incandescent 500 watts lamps. You can
get a similar lighting power from two 105W fluorescent bulbs. I didn’t have those at hand, but they are
better than the incandescent bulbs for two reasons:
lower consumption and lower temperature. They are
more expensive, though. I got my two 500W lamps
for 15eur each in a ‘Home Depot’ kind of store. Don’t
forget to buy a few spare filaments for them (they
burn or break fast, but are really cheap).
Remember, those incandescent 500w lamps will get
HOT very quickly. Turn them on only when you are
taking pictures. If you have to visit the bathroom or
answer the phone, turn them off.
I also got two white umbrellas with their supports
and mounted them on lamp stands. I got them on
eBay, for about 10 euro each. By using these umbrellas, the strong light coming from the lamps gets
diffused, instead of acting as spotlights. This eliminates hard shadows and creates an ambience filled
with a more distributed light and therefore softer
shadows. The resulting, more uniform light, is dis-

tributed to all parts of the instrument.
The pictures on next page show how my
home studio looks at this point. Note how the
light points directly at the umbrella. I did that by
aligning the lamp angle (while the lamp is off and
cold, of course) and the umbrella’s stick. The umbrella is held in position by the support that came
with it, which is attached to the lamp support. There
are different types of lamps and supports and you
will have to use some ingenuity when setting everything up. Note that the power board is out of the way
(down and to the left in both pictures): I could move
the lights around and have easy access to the instrument without getting my feet wrapped up in cables.
Both lamps are plugged into the same power board,
which has an on/off switch (it makes easy to turn all
lights on/off simultaneously).
I used cloth gloves to move the instrument around,
in order to avoid leaving fingerprints on the guitar.
To keep the instrument in position, I placed one of
my dog’s plush toys under the body of the instru-
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My basic home studio. Background,
lights, and guitar are ready (my dog
is making sure that everything has
been set up properly).

Lights are on: let the shooting
begin. Take your time, try
different angles, move the lamps
around.
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ment—he was not happy about that, but it worked.
A small cloth bag filled with rice would have also
worked.
So, my home studio was ready for the session. I
wanted to take four or five pictures of each one of
seven instruments. I decided not to do an instrument after instrument session—i.e. taking all pictures of one guitar or bass after another, but I went
for a take after take session, instead. That means: I
would place the lamps and the camera in position,
and shoot the main picture for all seven instruments; then I would set up the lamps and camera
for the headstock takes, and shoot all seven headstocks, and so on. That way I was not constantly
repositioning the lights and the camera (trying to
remember how they where, etc), but just the guitars.
Plus, I got consistent results for all the instruments,
which also means a more consistent presentation of
the pictures on my website, later on.
So, that’s what makes a good home studio: simple,
functional, cheap. And above everything else, safe.

In the next article we will go deeper into the subject
of lighting, the aspect that proved to be the key to
obtaining photos that look like they were taken by
a professional. Comments and questions, are as always very welcome!

Additional resources:
The author’s website, where you can see the final versions of
the photographs taken using the method desribed in this article: www.lospennato.com
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Finishing
your guitar:
colors and
stains
Dyes, pigments, stains...
By Wim Stout

where to begin? This article
goes deep on each option:
characteristics, pro‘s & con‘s.
BY WIM STOUT
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M

aybe you conducted this experiment in high school. When ordinary light form the sun or a light
bulb travels through a prism, a
range of colours similar to a rainbow becomes visible, which represent the different wavelengths of
light contained in the original beam. Technically
speaking we don’t see objects themselves, we see
the light they reflect. The object’s shape and colour
are interpretations in our mind formed by the information provided by our eyes. If we were able to see
the same object at other wavelengths other than the
visible light (e.g. x-rays), we would have a different
perception of it.

Light containing all wave lengths without absorption is called ”white light”.
Your eyes contain cells that are receptive to colour
as well as light intensity (lightness and darkness).
The latter are the most sensitive and are also responsible for our detection of movement. The ability
to see colours allows for a better night vision. Together, these attributes helped make us successful
in our evolution and changed the human species
from prey to predator.
Our colour receptors (cones) are sensitive to red,
green and blue light hence all screens (TV, laptops
etc.) use the RGB colour index. We call this ‘trichromatic vision’.

Additive colours
Additive colours are those colours that are created
by light. The individual colours do not get adsorbed
but strengthen the signal (they add together). This
means that by mixing blue and yellow light, the resulting green light has the same intensity as the yellow and blue colours added together.
Fig.1: Approximate representation of visible light.

A perfectly black object would be one capable of
absorbing light of all wavelengths. Conversely, an
object that reflects all wavelengths of light which
strike its surface is perceived as white. The whole
spectrum is bounced back, so no colour dominates.
But when we see a red guitar, it appears red because
its surface is absorbing all the colours except those
wavelengths that make up the ‘red’ we see.

Fig. 3: Additive colour development

Fig. 2: Approximate representation of red with a bluish
hue (going to the purplish direction)

When a beam of green light from our example hits
a green object, all light will be scattered except for
the absorption of some blue and yellow (as it is not
pure green light hitting the object). This means that
the reflected green light is less intense. In the case
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of a green light beam with equal wave length to the
object, no absorption takes place and the reflected
light has the same intensity as the original beam.

Subtractive colours
When a mixture of wave lengths (such as white
light) is reflected from an object, some wave lengths
get partially or completely absorbed. The light hitting our eyes coming from the object has a different
composition than white light. These differences are
detected by our eyes and we see shape (the shades
coming from the 3D structure) and colour. As some
wavelengths loose intensity due to absorption, the
reflected light has undergone a subtractive action.
The intensity of the light has decreased. We therefore call this a ‘subtractive colour’ model.
Some colours in objects are capable of absorbing all energy of a specific wave length.
Red for example is capable of absorbing all
green. Due to this fact, we cannot mix solid objects (e.g. pigments) of all colours and
create a white colour. As solids absorb colour, we take light away. We are now actually
making a kind of black as we absorb all wave
lengths. The appearance of this black is more
like a non-appealing brownish colour, as we
do have very good colour sensitivity and pigments never completely absorb all light. The
remaining light, however, is so weak that we
cannot distinguish enough colours and the
appearance is a dark brown.
The subtractive colour model explains the perceived
colour in dyes, inks, and natural colorants, so it is
the more relevant model for this article.
In subtractive colouring the dominant colours are
Cyan, Magenta and Yellow, also called CMY (or
CMYK —the k is for key, a word from the printing
industry meaning black, as the b was already assigned to blue). The black is added to ensure a nice
sharp attractive darkening effect. The brownish alternative of all three colours is not attractive at all.
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A simple overview of subtractive colouring is given
by the colour wheel (Fig. 4). Cyan, magenta and yellow respectively absorb (subtract) red, green and
blue. In a subtracting model, if you want more blue
you don’t add blue—you reduce yellow. This means
that if a colour is too blue, a little yellow will make
it less blue (you create green which is reduced by
the natural presence of red). This mix absorbs some
extra wavelengths and the perception is a “dirty”
colour as you move towards the centre of the wheel.
We discussed that blue and yellow makes green,
this might seem odd, but a pure green and a green
obtained from yellow and blue are not identical. So
how do we obtain the rest of the colours in a ‘pure’
version?

Fig. 4: Subtractive colour wheel

We know that primary colours can be mixed to create
the so called secondary colours. Cyan and magenta
make blue, magenta and yellow make red, Cyan and
yellow make green. This mixing can continue with
a mix of a primary colour and a secondary colour to
create 6 additional colours called tertiary colours.
Every colour mix however, also directs the resulting
colour towards grey, becoming naturally less bright.
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This is the reason why colouring (also called tinting) pastes consist of more than 3 colours.

Fig. 5: White and black satin gloss bass guitars (courtesy of
Lindsay-Wilson guitars.

So, to solve the colour purity problem, pigment
manufacturers have developed pure pigments for
secondary and tertiary colours too, making available a whole bright spectrum. Getting a separate pigment for each and every possible colour is of course
much too expensive and impractical, so generally 15
to 20 pure pigments are chosen from the subtractive
colour wheel. The combination of these pigments
cover a palette of more than 20,000 colours known

to us, that is, to a point in which almost every colour
can be replaced with one of these 20,000+ colours,
or at least one so close that the human
eye cannot see the difference (s. Fig. 6
on next page).
This variety of pigments is classified
using two codes. The first one consists
of a 5 digit number for identification
purposes; it is of no other practical use.
The second code is formed by a three
digit number (no pre-zeros, so 001 is
written as 1) and the color name. Example: ‘Pigment Red 170’ (also written
‘PR170’), or ‘Pigment Blue 15:3’, also
written ‘PB15:3’, where the 3 stands for
a certain modification of the 015 pigment. All PB13’s are based on the same
chemistry and the different modifications only differ slightly.
The colour index consists of the following pigment types:
1) Pigment Black (PBk)
2) Pigment Blue (PB)
3) Pigment Brown (PBr)
4) Pigment Green (PG)
5) Pigment Orange (PO)
6) Pigment Red (PR)
7) Pigment Violet (PV)
8) Pigment White (PW)
9) Pigment Yellow (PY)
A similar system exists for dyes. Instead of pigments,
their prefix refers to their chemical nature: acid, basic, direct, or solvent. An example would be ‘Solvent
Orange 7 (SO7)’. All these codes allow us to refer to
a particular color inequivocally. But when it comes
to human perception, which is ultimately most important, color is not absolute. Each of us perceives
color differently. This is something to keep in mind
during discussions between painter and customer.
What one considers ‘red’, the other might see as ‘orange’ (or ‘green’ in the case of people suffering dalto-
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Fig. 6: Colour space with most used pigment types

nism!). Color catalogs can come in handy, pointing
to a desired color will eliminate confusion, no matter what name that color is, or how it is subjectively
perceived by the people involved.

Dyes
Dyestuff (or dyes) are powders that need to be dissolved before application. They also need a fixer
to become attached to a substrate such as wood or
textiles (salt solutions are normally used to permanently bond the dyestuff). Dyestuffs are not really
suitable for staining unless the correct fixer for a
given substrate can be applied. For example, ‘basic’
dyes are alkaline and may hurt shellac layers used
as a sealer on top of the dye. It also may weaken hide
glue bonds, especially where thin parts are glued together, like in the case of acoustic guitars. The same
is true for acid dyes as their chemical impact makes
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their use impractical on a musical instrument.
This leaves us with solvent dyes as the only suitable colorant;. The are used to stain wooden parts
for inlay, which are boiled in a solution containing
the dye, water, and 5% or more of salt. That fixates
the dye deep within the wood, even allowing sanding without color change. Dyes applied on guitars
attach themselves to the wood fibre, but they are not
fixed to it. The finishing coats applied on top may
dissolve the dye. For that reason, after drying, it is
necessary to apply a fixer on top of the dye to ensure
that the color doesn’t bleed into the sealer or other
finishing coats. Solvent soluble dyes can be covered
with water borne sealers and vice versa. A fast drying sealer would be beneficial, as dyes need time to
detach from the wood fibre before dissolving. This
way dye particles stay much smaller, providing a
more transparent colour and deeper shade.
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Pigments
Pigmented stains are composed of transparent pigments that get fixed to the wood via the use of a resin (resins are thick liquids that harden irreversibly
into transparent solids).
Pigments are qualified as ‘transparent’ when their
particle size is below 100 nm (1 nanometer = 1 millionth of a millimetre) which equals ¼ of the lowest wave length of the visible spectrum (400nm to
780nm). This particle size has not enough surface
area to reflect light but allows light to go straight
through the particle. Light passing through gets
partially adsorbed and the dominating colour leaving the pigment will define its colour. As light is able
to pass through the pigment particle, the underneath substrate appearance (like wood grain) stays
visible.
The small particle size of pigments and dyestuff allows penetration into the wood pores. This would
lead to a speckled surface; the pores therefore need
to be closed by pore fillers such as 3 coats of linseed
oil (see formula on Sustain #1 - page 55). Stains are
usually wiped or brushed onto the wood surface and
the excess wiped off. For a uniform color, 2 or 3 ap-

plications are required. To avoid stain leaking into
undesired areas the use of masking tape is necessary. PVC based electrical insulating tape or automotive masking tape is the best option—stains have
problems attaching themselves to a PVC surface.
Stains are basically over-pigmented lacquers or
oils. The small quantity of lacquer/resin/oil is only
adequate to bond the pigment to the wood surface
but will not form a protective film. Strongly diluted
paints often are used for staining but they require a
little more work to get the intense colour compared
to a pure stain. When a coating is directly applied
over the stain, it might loosen the pigment or dissolve the dyestuff (when improperly fixated) causing an uneven colour—though this is sometimes
done on purpose to get a particular effect.
Sealers are formulated specifically to not interfere
with the substrate except by adhesion. It prevents
the topcoat from pigment or dyestuff interaction
and closes the wood to avoid further penetration.
Tip for a better effect: The effect of some stains
can be enhanced by applying a transparent coating directly over the pore sealer and before the pigmented resin. This gives a deeper lustre, because

Fig. 7: Stained guitars (courtesy of Dorian Guitars)
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the transparent layer functions like a magnifying
glass between the stain and the wood. Note that
a fixer is not absolutely necessary in this case: the
pigment is present in a resin medium, and will not
easily become more concentrated on pores nor be
affected by subsequent coats.
Certain highly transparent pigments or dyestuff
formulations can benefit from this technique, especially when a combination of colours is used (for
example, a dark blue created from a blue stain plus
a black stain). Depending on the desired effect, either pigment could be used as the first layer directly
on top of the wood. Then it is followed by a sealer,
followed by the second colour, followed by another
layer of sealer. When the second color coat contains
special transparent effect pigments such as pearlescent pigments and/or mica pigments, spectacular
colour effects are possible.
Metallic paints
Metallic paints are made from molten aluminium
sprayed at high velocity on a cool surface creating
small flat pieces. The size of the resulting particles
is controlled by the nozzle and pressure used. Using
a chemical process, the particles are later polished
for a high gloss finish. Larger particles create a sparkling effect, while smaller particles give the typical
automotive colours.
Metallic paints come either already pigmented
(readily available in spray cans at an automotive
store) or in ‘pure metallic’ form—composed by the
transparent solvent and the metal particles (no
color). The pigments in this case can be applied in
a different coat, above or below the metallic coat
(or both below and above). Metallic paints need the
previous application of a sealer in order to obtain
a completely flat surface. That allows for a better
orientation of the metallic particles and therefore a
more appealing effect.
One can blend stains to create a specific colour and
apply these over the sealed metallic paint. A deep
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lustre can be achieved by separating these layers using the above mentioned technique.
In the case of metallic pigments it is important to understand the so called ‘flip-flop’ behaviour. Flip-flop
is the colour change created depending of the angle
of observation. It is frequently used in the automotive industry. The metallic particle size is responsible for this effect. Metallic particles lay flat after
being applied properly and the angle of observation
determines how much of their tops and how much of
their sides is observed. Small particles are thin and
only the top is observed at all angles, while the sides
are too thin for light to interact. Medium sized particles have a side thick enough to interact with light,
but they are nonetheless too thin to be polished. The
rough side will scatter light in all directions minimizing the amount of light that’s reflected back to

Fig. 8: Metallic particle size.

the eye. As a result, the colour becomes darker when
observed from a less perpendicular angle. The largest particle size is thick enough to have polished
sides. This introduces the sparkle effect seen on
metallic finishes.
Metallic paints may consist of a mix of particle sizes
to provide a particualr flip-flop character. Sometimes a transparent white pigment is added to further enhance a white flip-flop effect.
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Other methods for coloring wood
One topic seldom discussed is stains derived from
neither pigment nor dyestuff origins. Pigments are
expensive, as are dyestuff. The alternative is to use
natural colorants. Naphtha solvents can extract
some natural stain from the wood and bring it more
to the surface enhancing the wood pattern. This is
especially effective with dark wood types such as
Walnut and Mahogany.
Another option is to look at what is around the
house. Spices are coloured, as are flowers. Tea, coffee granules, and tarmac have color. Boiling spices,
flowers or dissolving other products such as tarmac
in naphtha solvent may lead to very creative options.

ammonia vapour soak into the wood. Some stains
(like tea stains) get fixated, or get browner when
treated with ammonia vapour. The ammonia reacts
with the tannin in the wood as well with the tannin
in the tea. It is advised however to stain a test panel
and leave it exposed to sun light for several months
and compare the colour with a piece stored in a dark
place to check for loss of colour. Scrap wood with
high tannins content can be soaked in naphtha or
turpentine to extract the colour.
Last but not least, some resins like shellac or Maleic modified resins are already strongly coloured.
Their natural yellowing effect can be seen as a form
of staining.

Fig. 9: Naphtha stained body and scratch plate (courtesy of
Lindsay-Wilson Guitars).

If you like to experiment and have the time, put a
rusty nail in a water-vinegar solution for several
weeks, the rust dissolves and create a natural stain.
Soak some chewing tobacco. Or put some ammonia
in a plastic bag (be careful, it is toxic), allow sufficient room and hang your wood inside without
touching the ammonia. Close the bag and let the

Fig. 11: Red shellac stained guitar (courtesy Ad de Peffer.)

The internet is a rich resource for further tips on
staining. (see ‘additional resources’ at the end of
this article).
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concurso de diseño

Formulas
Here we I present some formulations that can be
used as a base for experimentation.
Stain formulation 1:
40 parts Linseed oil
15 parts alkyd colourant
45 parts turpentine
X parts drier as prescribed or necessary (low Cobalt to prevent wrinkling)
Stain formulation 2:
40 parts Linseed oil
06 parts solvent dye
54 parts dye appropriate solvent
X parts drier as prescribed or necessary (low Cobalt to prevent wrinkling)

06 parts solvent dye
54 parts Thinner
Stain formulation 4:
27 parts Shellac flakes
67 parts Denaturised alcohol (190 proof)
06 parts Alcohol soluble dye
Be creative! There are many ways to achieve the
same result. And sometimes experiencing the journey is more fulfilling than reaching the destination
Our next topic (in Sustain #3 - 2Q/2013) will be
lacquers. Send us your comments, questions and
requests!
Additional resources:
Lindsay-Wilson Guitars: lindsaywilsonguitars.co.uk
Ad de Peffer’s website: www.gitaarman.nl

Stain formulation 3:
40 parts Nitro Cellulose
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How to develop natural stains:
safenaturaltips.com/decorating/naturalstains.html
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The
GUITAR
of your
DREAMS
Tired of the old models and
their copies? Do you dream
with a guitar that simply
doesn‘t exist out there?
The solution is simple:
Create it yourself!

C

ome on board and paticipate!
You can present your design in any
media you want. Pencil drawings, 3D
renderings, designs produced with
graphics software, all are acceptable. A frontal
view of the instrument is the only one required, but
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feel free to submit views from other angles, or of
details, if necessary.

Submission
All designs must be presented via email in a standard digital graphic format (.jpg, .tif, .png) sent
to hello@FellowLuthiers.com. You can submit as
many designs as you want (within reason), but of
course this contest is about quality, not quantity.
Entries may be submitted by an individual or a design team. Team members may also submit entries
on their own, provided those entries are substantially different than entries submitted by the team.
The designs presented must correspond
to a solid body, single neck electric guitar
or electric bass. No other kind of instruments
will be considered for this contest (so, no acoustic
guitars, jazz guitars, classical guitars, etc. at this
time).

Evaluation
The designs will be evaluated according to the following criteria:

nal means not being a copy of something else. It
implies innovation, the use of creative visual or
functional resources. Continuing with the example
of the Stratocaster: when it was developed almost
60 years ago, it was a catalog of innovative design
in itself. In that spirit, use your imagination to
come up with something new and beautiful.
Playability. At this point we are talking about
design, not about a real guitar. So by playability we
refer to the impression the design conveys in terms
of ergonomics and portability. Think about the following: what kind of case would you need to carry
that guitar (or bass)? Would it stay put on a guitar
stand? And especially, how comfortable would it
be playing such guitar, both in standing and seated
positions?

Selection of the winner
The winner will be selected by a panel of judges (all
experts in the subject of guitar design - see next
page) and announced in SUSTAIN magazine #4
(September 2013).

Awards

Beauty. Think shapes, colors, details, finishes. The
first impact of an instrument is visual. What shape
is the guitar or bass you would like to play? How is
its style reflected by the style of the music for which
it was intended to be played on? How does it reflect
your own idea of the perfect guitar? This is the
most subjective characteristic of an instrument.

The winning design will be built by luthier Leo
Lospennato using traditional materials (maple
neck, rosewood fretboard, alder/poplar or similar
wood for the body, and a finishing method according to the design) and presented to the winner, accompanied by a diploma acknowledging the award.

Originality. This is an exercise in imagination.
Let your creative juices run free. A guitar that just
looks like a minor variation of a Stratocaster or
a Les Paul model has very little chance of being
chosen as a finalist for this contest. Just as inappropriate would be designs at the other extreme.
An outrageously crazy design might also have a
hard time convincing the judges.
What makes a guitar design original? Being origi-

The best designs will be published in
our next issues.
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Submit yours and get the chance to
win the guitar of your dreams!
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The fine print
By taking part in this contest the contestants agree
to the following rules:
• There is no purchase necessary to enter or win.
Prized cannot be redeemed or substituted for cash.
• Entrants must be 18 years of age or older, or have
the relevant authorization from a parent or guardian.
• Employees and the immediate families of the primary sponsors and members of the judging panel
are not eligible for the contest.
• The contestants will retain ownership of the
design. Its legal protection, however, is his/her
responsibility (i.e. acquiring the copyright for the
design).
• Entrants grant Sustain magazine
permission to publish their pictures and
drawings in the magazine and in other
media (websites, other magazines, etc.).
• Entrants grant Sustain magazine permission to publish their name and city/
country of residence. Other personal
information (including address, email
address, phone number) will not be published unless requested by the entrant.
• By entering, entrants warrant that
to the best of their knowledge (1) their
entry is an original idea that has not previously won awards or prizes in another
contest; (2) that they are the legitimate
authors of the design; and (3) that the
design does not infringe the intellectual
property rights of any third party.
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• The organizers (Sustain Magazine) reserve the right to disqualify entries that
are frivolous, or fail to meet the entry
requirements as described on this page.
• SUSTAIN Magazine reserves the right of modifying the rules as necessary. The Contest may be
terminated at the magazine’s sole discretion.
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RETRO / VINTAGE

T

In collaboration with:

he EKO 700 was produced from 1961 on, and presented at the 1962 Milano Fair with the first EKO’s
catalog in full color. Its design reveals a space-age
inspiration—these are the years of the Sputnik and obviously of the Stratocaster.
The body shape has a triple-cutaway
shape, the third cutaway being that
on the lower bout close to the controls, clearly intended to allow for a
comfortable seated playing position.
This instrument had 21 frets, a 25 inch
scale, and a roller action vibrato unit.
The ad on the opposing page claims
that the guitar has a “completely adjustable” bridge.
Its mechanism is not visible due to the bridge cover,
but given the relatively small bridge size it is possibly a
tune-o-matic type—that is, one that offers string length
adjustment and bridge height adjustment, but not an
independent adjustment of the string’s height in each
individual saddle.

ODDITIES

T

The neck is also advertised as adjustable, presumably
regarding its angle.
The most innovative characteristic of this instrument,
however, is the switching method. This guitar has four
single coil pickups, which can be selected
via an arrangement of buttons instead. This
gave the player the possibility of selecting
either the pickup 1 or the number 4 alone
(corresponding to the cleanest and the dirtiest sounds) or the combinations 1+4 and
2+3.
A set of small capacitors contributed to the
fine tuning of these preset sounds. Additionally, one of
the buttons would mute all pickups. The controls are
simple and practical: one master volume and one master tone.
The package of the EKO 700 was completed with a genuine leather strap: all that our grandfathers needed to
rock (or at least twist) in real style.

In collaboration with:
guitarz.blogspot.com

his ‘guitar-organ’ showed up on a
Swedish auction site, advertised as
a “unique instrument—the only one
of its kind“, a claim we have no intention of
disputing.
The electronics belong to an old electric
organ, which had its lower keyboard
replaced with a guitar neck. Allegedly, the
signal of the guitar pickup is plugged into
the organ electronics in such a way that
allows this contraption to operate rhythm,
basse, and accompaniment, all at the same
time, from the guitar section.
The construction is supposed to be “easy
to handle“, and on this score we have some
serious doubts and feel tempted to call the
“B” word. Then again, maybe that‘s where
that metallic support comes in handy.
Whether a car trailer for transportation is
included, it is not clear.
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The
Intern’s
Column
“I

have an awesome
talent, a once-in-a-generation’s mind. And all I get
to make around here is the
coffee”―I told the boss with a firm voice. He was very
focused, working on that interview with the blonde,
cute violin maker. He simply looked at me, and went
back to his typing without saying a word.
“At least”―I insisted―”give me the movies and books
reviews gig. That critic guy you hired gives too many
stars to any crap he gets his hands on”. The boss
stopped writing, breathed deep, and faced me with a
pretty serious expression. I could tell he was making an
effort to stay calm.
“Our critic knows exactly what he’s doing”, he said. ”He
will only recommends the good stuff, that’s why you
will never read bad reviews in this magazine”. He faced
his computer again an resumed his work.
But I was far from done. “Also, the first issue of the
magazine was full of spelling and grammar errors. That
sucked”. You see, my dialectical fencing is hard to deal
with. You could almost feel the imminent touché in the
air.
He answered with a mildly upset tone. “Our contributors come from several countries, not always Englishspeaking ones. Also, we have a new person proofreading the articles now, and he is into lutherie, so we are
improving a lot on that department”. And then, after
an eternal second of silence, came the moment of
triumph. “Look”―he said―”why don’t you write a
column? If you are as good as you say I will include it in
the magazine. Satisfied?”
“Okay, boss, thanks”, I said. “And by the way”―there’s
no better moment to finish your opponent than when
he’s down―“why don’t you give me the phone number
of one of those cute girls you interview for the magazine? They’re kinda hawt”, I said, turning my iPhone on.
My boss is a nice guy, but he is really big and he can
be scary sometimes. He stood up, told me to grab my
things and leave. He used a different choice of words,
though. That was yesterday. I’m back, but he’s still not
talking to me.
So, here I am. An awesome talent, a once-in-a-generation’s mind, holding in my hand an overpriced phone
completely vacant of interesting contacts. And I’m
back into coffee-making duty.
Send an email to the intern: intern@FellowLuthiers.com
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BOOK REVIEW

Great
sound
from
strings
to amp
A REVIEW BY NEAL SOLOPONTE

G

ood history books tell you not
only what happened and when,
but fundamentally why. And
good science books tell you not only what
happens, but more importantly, how.
Lemme’s book is about history and science of electric guitars, and is one of the
most abundant in ‘why’s’ and ‘how’s’ that
we could find on this subject, yet.
Published in both German and English,
it is plentiful of occasions to bring myths
down. “Musicians tend not to think in
technical terms but rather emotionally, and come up with poetic words for
sounds, which cannot be upheld technically. An unbelievable cult has developed
around pickups, inf lamed by advertising
managers and music magazines. This is
for the most part hot air and is all about
sales figures”. The denounce is true, and
not only for pickups, but for musical instruments in general. The good thing
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responding references in the form of tables,
wiring diagrams and charts. It deals with the
complete chain of sound from the strings to the
amp, taking a deep look into each link of that
chain: the pickups, the body, the electronics,
and even the cable, which has a fundamental
role that players and luthiers alike many times
overlook. Guitar synthesizers have a dedicated
chapter, too.
The book ends up with a look into the passion
of guitar collecting. This is a chapter in which
the marketing resource of overusing the word
“vintage” is demystified and replaced with
clear tips to evaluate an instrument from an
electrical, mechanical and ergonomic standpoint.
All in all: if you are new to electric guitars,
start here. If you are familiar with them, use
this book to reach the next level.
Table of Contents: http://bit.ly/TmJ9l9
Order the book at: http://bit.ly/YpTROm
about that kind of comments is that they are
supported by 287 pages of factual experience.
The book is easy to read; the choice of words
is austere and precise; you must only, here and
there, find your way around the occasional sentence which structure reveals the German language of the original. The more of 200 graphics and pictures leave little space for doubts,
though.
I am not new to the professional guitar making
business, but was greatly surprised of discovering a lot of contents that redefined my knowledge on many subjects, and that answered long
held questions. I found many “blind” topics,
too; those about things that I ignored that I ignored.
“Electric Guitar - Sound Secrets and Technology” balances and integrates theoretical and
practical topics, all accompanied with the cor-

Edition: Paperback - 287

Publisher: Elektor-Verlag

Language: English

pages
(Elektor.de), 2012

Dimensions: 17 x 23,5cm

Average price: €34,50 /

(10.4“ x 11.3“)
29,50 GBP

Amazon.de:
rating:
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FILM REVIEW

A guitar
duel with
the devil
A REVIEW BY NEAL SOLOPONTE

W

ould you make a deal with The Devil
himself, a deal that could turn you into
the best musician ever? Would you
exchange your soul for virtuosity and everything
that comes with it?
‘Blind dog’ Fulton did, and he plays the harmonica
like no one else. But now he is 80, waiting in a hospital for nothing but the final payback moment.
Not all is lost, however. Eugene Martone, a young
classical guitarist who wants to become a bluesman, can certainly make his old Taylor steel string
guitar sing the sweetests blues. Eugene contacts
the old man to find out more about the mythic
Robert Johnson’s lost song, the one that never
got recorded. Thus starts a journey full of beautiful blues music, of self-discovery, and of further
encounters with Satan himself. Yep, the bastard is
always looking to make you sign a contract.
This film is a somewhat underrated classic from
1986. Granted, the pace of the scenes is nothing
like the furious speed of today’s films. But ‘Crossroads’ cadence is coherent with its premise: ‘faster’
does not always mean ‘better’, both in cinema and
in guitar playing alike.
Writer John Fusco (a former traveling blues
musician himself) and director Walter Hill bring
us an original road movie. One in which sounds
and competition come not from car engines but
from electric guitars. The road that started in a
nursing home in New York takes us all the way into
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the darkest corners of the bluesy Mississippi, to the
place in which the greatest guitar duel of all times
awaits us. Eugene “Lightning Boy” Martone will
learn what being a true bluesman means, and he
will have to face his ultimate ordeal by confronting the dreadful Jack Butler—the Devil’s protégé,
played by none other than Steve Vai.
The movie is not easy to find on DVD. But look for
it, it is well worth the effort. And if you can’t find it,
just search for ‘Crossroads full movie’ on YouTube
(do not confuse with several other films with the
same name, though).
In short: hit the road, Jack. Enjoy this trip filled
with Louisiana voodoo charms, magic mojos and
excellent music.

“Crossroads” (1986)
Director: Walter Hill
Writer: John Fusco
Starring: Ralph Macchio, Joe Seneca and Jami Gertz

Rotten Tomatoes rating:
rating:
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Advertise on SUSTAIN magazine!
Hundreds of luthiers are waiting to
read about your products and services
on SUSTAIN, the leading European
magazine on lutherie.
Send us your own art or let us take care of it for you.

1/4 Page

10 cm x 7,6 cm
(4 x 3 in.)
$90 / €75
1/8 Page
5 cm x 7,6 cm
(2 x 3 in.)
$49 / €39

1/2 Page

10 cm high x 16,5 cm wide
(4 x 6,5 in.)
$175 / €140

Contact us today! Hello@FellowLuthiers.com
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Keep in touch with the
world of lutherie
So, where
do you live?
The subscription fees for one full year
(four quarterly issues of SUSTAIN),
including shipping and handling, are:

l To the USA: U$S 59
l To all other countries: € 59
All payments are made via PayPal.
A PayPal account is not necessary –just a
credit card, or a bank account.
Subscribe now! Visit:

www.FellowLuthiers.com
Questions? Contact us!

hello@FellowLuthiers.com

In next issue (March, 2013):
l
l
l
l
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Active electronics: myths and realities l The Finishing series: Lacquers
How to photograph guitars (3rd. part of 4: Lighting) l Movies and books reviews
Technology l Techniques l Research l Interviews with makers and artists
Instrument‘s design ... And much more.

